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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged healthcare systems worldwide. Efforts in low-to-
middle-income countries (LMICs) cannot keep stride with infection rates, especially during peaks.
A strong international collaboration between Arizona State University (ASU), Tec de Monterrey
(TEC), and Servicios de Agua y Drenaje de Monterrey (Local Water Utilities) is acting to integrate
wastewater-based epidemiology (WBE) of SARS-CoV-2 in the region as a complementary approach
to aid the healthcare system. Wastewater was collected from four sewer catchments in the Monterrey
Metropolitan area in Mexico (pop. 4,643,232) from mid-April 2020 to February 2021 (44 weeks,
n = 644). Raw wastewater was filtered and filter-concentrated, the RNA was extracted using columns,
and the Charité/Berlin protocol was used for the RT-qPCR. The viral loads obtained between the
first (June 2020) and second waves (February 2021) of the pandemic were similar; in contrast, the
clinical cases were fewer during the first wave, indicating poor coverage. During the second wave
of the pandemic, the SARS-CoV-2 quantification in wastewater increased 14 days earlier than the
COVID-19 clinical cases reported. This is the first long-term WBE study in Mexico and demonstrates
its value in pandemic management.
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1. Introduction

The COVID-19/SARS-CoV-2 pandemic is responsible for more than 5 million deaths
worldwide according to WHO data [1]. In Mexico, more than 3.8 million cases were reported,
with 289,811 deaths since the first case was confirmed in the country on 27 February 2020 [1].
To access a confirmed diagnostic test by public health services in Mexico, it is mandatory to
have multiple symptoms. However, according to the CDC, symptoms of COVID-19 may
appear 2–14 days after exposure to the virus, which represents a non-diagnostic period for the
infected population, increasing the risk of spreading the virus [2]. Additionally, less affluent
communities often do not have many testing sites or easy access to those sites in their area or
do not have the option to work from home to feed their families. In low-to-middle-income
countries (LMICs), access to any COVID-19 test, including PCR testing, is lower and does
not cover most of the population besides healthcare institutions’ efforts. Mexico has 0.09
clinical tests per thousand people compared with 2.44 in the US, which is replicated in similar
economies. Therefore, lower accessibility results in a higher clinical test positivity, which
indicates that the authorities are only testing the sickest patients and/or people who seek out
medical attention [3].

This year, the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI) [4–6] reported
that 31 million of the working-age Mexican population are engaged in occupations in the
informal employment sector without options to stay at home for quarantine. Additionally,
more than 50% do not have access to health services, which can increase the risk for rapid
viral transmission within and between communities. Furthermore, the described situation
poses major challenges for epidemiologists who are trying to understand the dynamics of
transmission. Individualized testing provides insight into who is currently infected but
does not always capture people who are asymptomatic or still developing symptoms.

The Public Education Secretary set forward a vacation period of one month, beginning
14 March 2020, at the beginning of the pandemic, based on the number of increasing
clinical cases reported across the country. The federal government established a mandatory
quarantine period on 26 March 2020, where all non-essential activities were suspended. The
State’s Health Secretary of Nuevo Leon, along with the Nuevo Leon government, applied
different restrictions to mobility to reduce the increase in COVID-19 cases in the state of
Nuevo Leon at that time. On 1 July, the first reopening of the economy occurred, which
led to an increase in the number of cases in Monterrey and its metropolitan area. As a
result, the State’s Health Secretary and Nuevo Leon’s government applied new mobility
restrictions, which included reducing the capacity of all businesses, scheduled restrictions,
and weekend closures. The presented actions were attempts to mitigate the viral spread
and provide a buffer for overwhelmed local healthcare systems.

A late response to assessing, mitigating, and preventing the community spread of the
virus could be avoided by integrating alternative epidemiological surveillance strategies,
including the use of wastewater-based epidemiology. This approach is based on the
chemicals and biomarkers present in the urine and feces in raw wastewater to obtain
qualitative and quantitative data on the activity of inhabitants within a given wastewater
catchment. This technology was applied for norovirus, hepatitis A virus, and poliovirus
detection [7] Water contaminated by nonenveloped viruses could be a potential fomite
when a poor plumbing system easily generates aerosols and could represent a public health
issue [8]. However, SARS-CoV-2-positive feces from COVID-19 patients were used to infect
Vero E6 cells to determine the presence of infectious SARS-CoV-2 particles. The isolated
viral particles showed no cytopathic effect on these cells, and SARS-CoV-2 was not detected
in the supernatants, suggesting the absence of infective viral particles [9].
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Recently, it was used for countries such as Italy [10–12], Australia [7], Germany [13],
Spain [14–16], India [17], the Netherlands [18] USA [19–23], France [24,25], Ecuador [26],
Israel [27], Turkey [28], Japan [29], and Brazil [30] to detect SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater.

In this study, a previously established collaboration between Arizona State University
and Tech de Monterrey [31] was rapidly adapted to implement wastewater surveillance
to monitor SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater throughout Nuevo León state, the third-largest
metropolitan area in Mexico (Figure 1). In 2010, Nuevo León was reported as a pre-
dominantly low-to-middle-income city with a total of 4,689,601 inhabitants in an area of
6357 people per km2 (INEGI). The aims of this study were to (i) determine the feasibility
of monitoring the virus in wastewater, (ii) assess spatial and temporal wastewater trends
throughout the area, and (iii) compare these trends with available clinical data and mobility
rates in other low-to-middle-income country (LMIC) populations.
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Figure 1. Wastewater catchment area of each wastewater treatment plant, namely, Dulces Nombres
(Orange), Norte plant (Green), and Noreste Plant (Blue). The inverted triangles correspond to the
WWTP locations. Cadereyta (Cad) WWTP is not shown. Source: Servicios de Agua y Drenaje de
Monterrey, 2020.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area covered part of the Monterrey Metropolitan Area (MMA), which
is located in the northeast of México in the state of Nuevo León. The municipalities
investigated in this study were Apodaca, Garcia, San Pedro Garza García, General Escobedo,
Guadalupe, Juárez, San Nicolás de los Garza, Monterrey, El Carmen, Pesquería, and
Santa Catarina. This total area had a population of 4.6 M inhabitants and a population
density of 6357 inhabitants per km2. Four wastewater treatment plants were sampled;
they had the following served populations: Norte with 1,139,123 people (25◦47.860′ N,
100◦17.483′ W), Noreste with 476,695 (25◦48′28.3′′ N, 100◦09′58.2′′ W), Dulces Nombres
with 1,695,589 (25◦44′16.3′′ N, 100◦04′09.5′′ W), and Cadereyta with 122,337 (25◦35′10.0′′ N,
99◦58′28.8′′ W). The population in each catchment area per WWTP does not correspond
with the municipality area (as shown in Figure 1). The program ArcGis Pro (version 2.8) was
used to determine the exact population in these areas. In short, the shapefiles (geographic
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feature format) of the municipalities were downloaded from INEGI (2016) [4] at the level
of residential blocks, which was the smallest unit for mapping found in the INEGI data.
This data was uploaded to ArcGis Pro and matched with the corresponding WWTP area.
Afterward, the population data were updated with the most recent census, which was
published this year (INEGI, 2021) [4]. Average daily wastewater flows discharged to each
WWTP range were between 17,492 and 605,290 m3/d. Data obtained from the catchment
area of each WWTP were provided by Servicios de Agua y Drenaje de Monterrey.

2.2. Sample Collection, Storage, and Shipment

Samples of wastewater influent were collected at each wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) after its primary screening. The sampling method consisted of 1 L grab samples
collected each hour, which were used to create a 24 hr composite sample with added
volumes weighted according to the corresponding flow rate; the final sample volume was
2 L. Samples were collected in high-density polyethylene (HDPE) bottles and stored on
ice at 4 ◦C until subsequent compositing. Sample collection occurred on Sundays, after
which, samples were kept at 4 ◦C and subsequently shipped to ASU on Tuesday in a cold
chain. Shipment was made with an express (next-day) service. The disposable insulator box
included ice and gel bags to maintain appropriate temperature and prevent degradation.

2.3. Sample Processing and Analysis

The methodological details were previously published [32,33]. Briefly, raw wastewater
was filtered using a two-step process: 0.45 µm polyethersulfone (PES) membrane filter unit
(Fisher Scientific, Lenexa, KS, USA), then a 0.22 µm Minisart® PES syringe filter (Sartorius,
Bohemia, NY, USA). The filtrate was concentrated on Amicon® ultra 15 centrifugal filters
with a 10,000 molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) (Millipore Sigma, Burlington, MA, USA)
and extracted using a Qiagen Rneasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA) following
a modified version of the RNA purification. Reverse transcriptase–quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (RT-qPCR) was performed on an Applied Biosystems QuantStudioTM 3 Real-
Time PCR System with the QuantStudio Design and Analysis Software 1.3 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) using a SuperScript™ III One-Step RT-PCR System with
Platinum™ Taq DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and the Charité/Berlin
(World Health Organization) protocol primer and probe E (envelope) gene target (Integrated
DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA, USA).

3. Results

The goal of this study was to use an existing international collaborative network in
the US and Mexico to implement SARS-CoV-2 monitoring in wastewater in predominantly
low-to-middle-income cities to aid in the public health response.

3.1. SARS-CoV-2 in Wastewater in the Monterrey Metropolitan Area

The sewer network dedicated to the Monterrey metropolitan area was composed of
three catchment areas across several municipalities presented in Figure 1; from largest to
smallest catchment size, this involved Dulces Nombres, Norte, and Noreste, serving a total
of 4.34 million people, while the fourth location corresponds to Cadereyta catchment (not
included in the figure, located at coordinates: 25.585683, −99.974523). Wastewater samples
were analyzed from 16 April 2020 to 31 January 2021, with the first SARS-CoV-2 genome
copies detected on 27 June from three WWTPs including: “Dulces Nombres” (“DNo”,
which partially includes the Apodaca, Monterrey, Juárez, Santa Catarina, San Pedro Garza
García, Pesquería, and Guadalupe municipalities), “Noreste” (“Nes”, which partially
includes the Apodaca, General Escobedo, and San Nicolás de los Garza municipalities),
and “Cadereyta” (“Cad”, which includes the Cadereyta municipality). The first SARS-CoV-
2 detection at “Norte” (“Nte”, which partially includes the El Carmen, García, General
Escobedo, Monterrey, and San Nicolás de los Garza municipalities) occurred the following
day on 28 June. At this time, there were 213 confirmed new COVID-19 cases reported by
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the State’s Health Secretary, with a seven-day moving average of 303 new clinical cases.
The observed SARS-CoV-2 quantification in genome copies per day (calculated according
to the WW flow per day) is shown with the daily number of cases reported by the State’s
Health Secretary confirmed with the clinical PCR testing (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Wastewater monitoring (A) and mobility (B). The first graph (A) shows the official new
COVID-19 cases per day (light gray circles) and its seven-day moving window average (purple
continuous line) in Nuevo Leon state, México. The data were obtained from COVID-19 México from
https://datos.covid-19.conacyt.mx/#DownZCSV (accessed on 16 September 2021) [34], along with
the genome copies per day sum for all WWTPs in red squares with a four-day moving window
average shown by a light red line. At the top, important events are highlighted with gray dashed
lines, where two yellow stars mark the higher quantifications and an inverted blue triangle marks the
higher quantification before the second wave peak. (B) Mobility reports from Nuevo Leon reported
by the Google platform are plotted in the same time frame. The mobility report was separated
into the following categories: retail and recreation, grocery and pharmacy, workplaces, residential,
and total mobility. Each category was based on the time spent per day in each location type. This
information was compared with the new cases and WBE information corresponding to the Monterrey
metropolitan area since more than 80% of the population of Nuevo León was located in this area.

https://datos.covid-19.conacyt.mx/#DownZCSV
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In Figure 3, SARS-CoV-2 wastewater-derived results are shown individually for each
WWTP with the corresponding catchments’ new clinical cases. The Dulces Nombres WWTP
had peak genome copies per L of measurements of 4.05 × 105 on 12 July, and the next day,
a high in new daily clinical cases was reported (~270 new cases), followed ten days later
by another peak in cases (~280 new cases), which was the highest in the first wave of the
pandemic. In each case, the highest measured genome copies of SARS-CoV-2 detected in
wastewater would correspond to an increase in the number of cases, anywhere from 1 to
10 days after the measured peak in wastewater. Similar results were seen for Norte and
Cadereyta WWTPs. The Noreste WWTP showed that the measured SARS-CoV-2 genome
copies per L were a leading indicator of increasing clinical caseloads during the first wave
of the pandemic but not in the second.

3.2. COVID-19 Confirmed Clinical Cases vs. WW SARS-CoV-2 Viral Copies in the Monterrey
Metropolitan Area

According to the SARS-CoV-2 Mexican Daily Technical Report, on 9 February 2021, a to-
tal of 1,995,892 cases and 174,657 deaths from SARS-CoV-2 were confirmed. In Nuevo Leon,
Mexico, 159,814 SARS-CoV-2 cases and 8207 deaths were confirmed from 10 March 2020 to
9 February 2021, with 145,153 confirmed cases in the study area, or 91% of total cases re-
ported in COVID-19 Tablero México—CONACYT (accessed on 15 September 2021) [34]. As
described in previous works, wastewater-derived SARS-CoV-2 genome copies in wastewa-
ter correlate with the number of active patients contributing to the sewershed [17]. In this
study, the same result was observed (Figure 2). During the first wave of increasing clinical
cases, SARS-CoV-2 genome copies per L in wastewater samples from the four WWTPs also
increased. Similarly, from 12 to 26 July, a decrease in the average of genome copies/L in
wastewater samples from all WWTPs occurred with a subsequent reduction in the reported
clinical cases (from 612 to 355 new cases) from 23 to 30 July.

Peaks of viral genome copies per L were detected in the four WWTPs during the first
wave on 7 August and on 4 October 2020, after the first wave (1.6 × 106 and 1.5 × 106,
respectively) (see Figure 2, yellow stars). Two weeks before an increase of 780 clinical
cases on 6 September, an increase in genome copies/L was observed before the second
wave peak, which was as high as 1.0 × 1013 to 3.3 × 1014 copies. On 20 December, before
the second wave peak (5 January 2021), 3.5 × 1014 genome copies were detected, as high
as the previously detected peaks of viral genome copies in wastewater samples. This
result suggests less clinical testing and an underestimation of active COVID-19 cases in the
Monterrey Metropolitan area during the plateau of the first wave (from August to October).

During the second wave, we found an increase in the genome copies in wastewater
samples on 20 December, just when the holidays started (blue triangle) (Figure 2). On
5 January, the clinical testing reports rose to the maximum number of cases observed so far
since the beginning of the pandemic, reporting 1162 new COVID-19 cases that day, with
an average of 889 new cases daily. As we present in this work, the WBE results predicted
this maximum peak two weeks after the increased number of genome copies in the WW
samples (Figure 2). Our data suggests a peak of cases predicted during this second wave,
with a robust two weeks notice.

There are several reports where the RNA from SARS-CoV-2 was monitored for over
a year. In Munich [35], around 1.5 million habitants were monitored through wastewater
weekly for a year, sampling in six areas, where the sewage viral load preceded the incidence
numbers by three weeks. This timelapse of the leading indicator was variable between
the six areas. Averages of 4 days to 3 weeks were identified in several studies [23,36]. In
San Diego, CA, US, 2.3 million residents were monitored for a period of 3 months (July to
October 2020), where the peaks of viral load quantification predicted the increase in COVID-
19 cases in the area up to three weeks in advance in most cases. This study suggested
that this system is helpful for community surveillance in vulnerable populations [36]. In
Massachusetts, from January to May 2020, the viral load trends in the sewage appeared
between 4–10 days earlier than the clinical data [23].
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In Latin America, an epidemiological dynamics report of a 1.2 million population in
Argentina from July 2020 to January 2021 showed that increases in SARS-CoV-2 genome
copies detection in sewage samples were 3–6 days ahead of the clinical COVID-19 weekly
confirmed cases [37]. The only study realized in Mexico was in Queretaro city, where
they correlated the accumulated number of new COVID-19 cases with the number of viral
genome copies/mL detected in wastewater samples [38].

3.3. SARS-CoV-2 in WW and Mobility Info in the Monterrey Metropolitan Area

Mexico is currently among the 15 countries with the highest confirmed cases of SARS-
CoV-2 despite the efforts made by the government. The Mexican government implemented
a series of measures beginning on 26 March 2020, such as the suspension until 30 April
of non-essential activities in the public, private, and social sectors (all activities except
construction, mining, transport equipment development, as well as occupations related
to the issuance of health and safety at the workplace); the banning of meetings of more
than 50 people in essential sectors; the implementation of basic hygiene, prevention, and
healthy distance measures; and urging the population to take co-responsible domiciliary
guard, which involved strictly providing home protection to anyone over 60 years of age,
pregnant women, or people suffering from chronic or autoimmune diseases [39]. These
measures were taken to reduce the number of people infected; the contagion curve showed
a lower trend than in other countries for the days at the beginning of infection monitoring
(Figure 2).

From 30 March to 18 May, when there was a partial reopening of activities in the
country, there was an increase of 46,296 confirmed cases. After 18 May, in the same
period length (50 days), there was an increase in confirmed cases of 205,021, meaning
that SARS-CoV-2 cases increased four-fold. It is not strange to observe that from 18 May,
the exponential phase of contagion and hospitalized SARS-CoV-2 cases in the country
approximately began in Nuevo Leon and the study area. Although economic reactivation
was necessary, this reactivation caused a significant increase in the number of people
infected and hospitalized with SARS-CoV-2. Despite this increase, the number of total
confirmed cases in Mexico was lower in comparison to other countries. It can be considered
that the actions of the Mexican government were correct, and yet these actions could have
been even better if the WBE methodology had been implemented to know the estimated
cases that were not reported, such as the asymptomatic cases or cases that lacked diagnosis.
Measures such as lockdowns and mobility restrictions were applied by the government
to limit the virus from becoming widespread around the world. In France, the COVID-19
epidemic’s dynamics were evaluated through SARS-CoV-2 detection in wastewater samples
from March to April during the lockdown period. The lockdown effect showed a decrease
in the quantities of viral genome copies 29 days after, simultaneously with the reduction in
the number of new clinically reported cases [25].

In this study, a mobility data report in Local mobility reports on COVID-19 (accessed
on 26 September 2021) [40] was separated into the following categories: retail and recre-
ation, grocery and pharmacy, workplaces, residential, and total mobility. This information
included more than 80% of the population of Nuevo Leon since it is located in the metropoli-
tan area. These data were used to compare the mobility and the rise of COVID-19 clinical
cases, to monitor the government’s mobility restrictions and the pandemic behavior, and
compare with our data.

During the first wave of infections, the economy reopening activities began on 2 July
(Figure 2B), where all the essential activities were allowed to operate full-time, while non-
essential activities were allowed to operate during an established schedule at 50% capacity.
Mobility was reduced to 25% capacity in the commercial sector, and services (including
restaurants) with an established schedule during weekdays closed on the weekends [41].
After this announcement, there was an average increase of measured SARS-CoV-2 genome
copies detected in the four WWTPs, especially in August, after which, there was an increase
in the number of clinical cases. At this time there was a greater need for clinical testing,
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and the health system started to limit the testing to only symptomatic people. It was
assumed that the rise in the number of cases was limited due to testing; therefore, a real
comparison was not observed in this first wave. To achieve a direct comparison, the testing
strategy should have included a higher number of random clinical testing samples since
Mexico had the lowest rate of clinical COVID-19 testing (0.6 tests per 1000 population) in
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, where
the average was 27.7 [38,42].

When the first COVID-19 case was reported, retail and recreation mobility decreased,
as observed in Figure 2B (blue dots), as well as total mobility (gray dots). Jobs mobility
was restricted to only essential jobs, and it was observed that the total mobility decreased
to 30% of the baseline in May compared with the last year 2019 [5]. Public transportation
served 21.5 million people per month, where 1.99 million people were active workers [6].
After the mandatory lockdown, retail and recreation mobility increased considerably from
30 April to when the economy reopened on 2 July. After this period this mobility was
maintained until December when the total mobility and the retail and recreation mobility
started to rise again and it coincided with the job mobility reduction (Figure 2B). With
this, an upswing in the genome copies/L was observed in wastewater and clinical testing,
where its maximum number of cases was reported on January 5 (1162) and the wastewater
measurement increase was a leading indicator for the rise in the number of cases with a
two-week advance (Figure 2).

In addition to the analysis of raw wastewater samples, treated effluent was also
examined. It was found that SARS-CoV-2 was not detected in treated wastewater. It is
believed that treatment steps in the WWTP acted as a retainer of SARS-CoV-2 genetic
material, especially in the activated sludge step [43].

3.4. Limitations of the WBE Methodology in SARS-CoV-2 Detection

As an international collaborative study, samples were shipped from Mexico to the
US, presenting a lag time of ~5.5 days between sample collection and sample receipt.
Samples were kept at 4 ◦C before shipment to avoid excess temperature increases. However,
longer hold times were shown to reduce the recoverable virus in wastewater samples [7].
Consequently, the detected concentrations of SARS-CoV-2 (genome copies/L) may have
been higher than the measured values, indicating a higher estimated disease burden in
the communities than originally thought. Unfortunately, the international shipment was
the only option since no local laboratories were capable of measuring SARS-CoV-2 in
wastewater at that time and it would not be possible until 2021.

4. Conclusions

This work highlighted the importance of the role WBE can play in providing informa-
tion regarding COVID-19 community infections in LMIC populations. It was demonstrated
that the wastewater-based epidemiology methodology could be useful in disease monitor-
ing and the necessity of strategically placing WBE control centers in target communities.

LMIC strategies to assess the pandemic through clinical testing lagged regarding the
representation of the actual number of COVID-19 clinical cases. The first detection of
genome copies in wastewater occurred on 27–28 June when the average clinical cases were
303 new daily cases. A correlation was demonstrated between the wastewater genomic
copies and the clinical case trends. During the first wave, the increase in clinical cases
agreed with the wastewater genomic copies increase, and similarly with the decrease.
Moreover, during the second wave, an increase in genomic copies was detected around
15 days ahead of the highest peak of clinical cases. Wastewater-based epidemiology is
a synergic tool that is used for clinical testing to accurately describe viral circulation in
the general population regardless of the access to clinical testing. The difference between
reported clinical cases in the first and second peaks contrasted with the same level of
genomic copies in wastewater demonstrated its relevance regarding overcoming the gaps
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in clinical testing generated by infrastructure capacity, economic challenges, and cultural
adaptation.

Finally, the use of WBE as a tool to follow up and evaluate emerging health policies on
the pandemic control is effective. Additionally, it can be complemented with free available
tools on mobility categorized by activity. A complete system requires a set of tools from
which this work has showcased three synergic parts that may be further explored.
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